
The Foamer SimpsonTM is a handy  2 gallon pump up 
foamer. It produces shaving cream thick foam for a 
fraction of  the cost of  a power foamer. The 
patented double hose technology produces 
the foam at the tip of  the nozzle instead 
of  in the tank. This allows the Foamer 
SimpsonTM to make the richest and 
thickest foam on the market. Because 
of  its durable plastic construction 
and light weight, it is easy to carry 
around the job site. The included 18’ 
extension wand (see picture at right) 
makes it easy to foam deep down 
in drains and other hard to reach 
areas. Apply InVadeTM Bio Foam at a 
dilution of  4 ounces to one gallon of  
water. Every part of  the Foamer 
SimpsonTM is available to order as 
a replacement part as shown on 
the diagram at www.rockwelllabs.
com. All parts are available through 
your distributor. Rockwell Labs Ltd 
should be contacted directly if  you 
experience problems getting parts.

Instruction sheet available at 
www.rockwelllabs.com.

The Foamer SimpsonTM Standard Part Kit 
is now available. It comes with four foam 

inserts, two O-rings, a double hose 
barb (plastic), and a pressure relief  
valve; the most commonly ordered 
replacement parts

Product Code:
FSPK000

standard part kit

Foamer
Simpson

Thick, Rich Foam for a Fraction of the Cost of a Power Foamer 

Replacement Part Product Codes

1.  Black Pump Assembly (FSPT001) 
2.  Pressure Relief  Valve (FSPT002)
3.  Two Gallon Tank  (FSPT003)
4.  Pick-Up Tube  (FSPT004)
5a. Needle Valve Only  (FSPT05a)
5b. Needle Valve Assembly (FSPT05b)
6a. Double Hose Barb
     (Stainless Steel) w/Clamps (FSPT06a)

6b. Double Hose Barb
     (Plastic) w/Clamps   (FSPT06b)
7.  Poly Spray Gun w/O Rings  (FSPT007)
8.  4” Poly Wand w/Foam Insert (FSPT008)
9.  Stainless Steel Spray Tip  (FSPT009)
10. Poly Extension Wand  (FSPT010)
11. Extra Foam Inserts   (FSPT011)
12. Extra O-Rings   (FSPT012)

Complete replacement part diagram  available at  www.rockwelllabs.com.

Product Code:
FSPU002

2 gallon pump up foamer w/18” 
extension wand


